The redistricting bill is a bill meant to hurt small towns and benefit big cities!

Big cities waste our money, especially when they are sanctuary cities!! Illegals have no place in our state!! (Another argument)

We are hard working seniors. We choose to live in a beautiful town where we pay hard earned money in taxes to raise our beautiful grandson!! If we wanted to live in Bloomfield, we would be living there!

Putting my grandson and other children from our beautiful town on a bus to Bloomfield is unconscionable!!! Do you realize how long they would be on a bus to go to a city that is not desirable to us?? Quite a long time!! The first child is picked up at 6:30 currently for middle and high school! What time would they get home?? After school activities and jobs for the older kids would be extremely difficult! Not to mention, no benefit in learning! Only benefit would be to those in Bloomfield because they would TAKE more of our hard earned money!!

The property values in our sweet town would be destroyed with redistricting. School is the core of the town! Bravo, Senators Looney, Duff and Osten!!! Destroy all small towns!!

I love capitalism!! The harder you work, the more you have!!! You get to live as you choose and send your children to schools you choose!!! If you choose not to work hard, that's also your decision!!!

Socialism, the government stick their noses in decisions they should stay out of! Our previous generations did not fight and give their lives for socialism!!

This is a terrible bill, one that certainly would push us out of a state that is going in the potty! I almost feel embarrassed to say I live in CT!!! This would be the ultimate slap in the faces of hard working, small town living, legal citizens of was once a great state!!

Jacqueline and Alan Darmofalski
West Suffield